
leaving in the industrial and ugly suburbs commuting to work and looking at the

17076: "a month spent completely alone having now left the family household and 

colleagues who came out to eat with my parents"

finally   meeting   meeting   myrthe's   students   in   venice   and   particularly   her 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

             

             

 

          

 

 

 

              

             

 

 

 

 

 

                

             

 

              

               

 

 

 

folk again from the iseo lake where i kept searching for a land to buy there and

her best friend telling about both her parents dead of cancer and then meeting 

10088: "folk met at first while in stockholm like brett friends and particularly 

briefly also being in the inland like in vicenza filming very little there"

lido going there with my parents at easter feeling much in love with the sea and 

many squares with many tourists but also very empty spots of the city and even the 

there several times taking long walks across the city to reach it and filming the 

sant'elena and finally opting for one in the small island of san pietro and going 

apartment and mostly hitting the east of the city exploring both castello and 

13127: "films of public spaces shot almost entirely in venice looking for an 

bomb attacks and the possibility of a new war"

people in syria and a lot of accidents all around the world with also clashes and 

nonetheless recording most casualties traveling reading about again many dead 

12125: "a period of high tension for terror attacks with elections in europe but 

several ideas"

stepfather to row there but also taking many videos of public spaces and recording 

spending quite some time in venice looking for an apartment and accompanying my 

mountains cutting the trees to open up the field for my cathedral but also 

my project updating before driving to italy through germany and working in the 

01160: "a month started in sweden and quickly moving to the netherlands resuming 

getting better with myrthe around but at last getting very angry with old rino"

about the apartment as well as a bit frustrated at times being with my parents and 

in mainz but then coming to italy and getting little sleep and feeling undecided 

04092: "feeling happy driving down germany with myrthe and having some nice days 

in the mountains alternating calm weather and another storm"

parents where there was a storm at last with heavy winds particularly experienced 

small walks in lago di como but also in vicenza and later in venice with my 

18102: "a month started with light wind driving down from germany and taking 

bit of smoke from the stove and some of the chainsaw emissions"

beside that breathing the good mountain air while working in the mountains and a 

breathing a bit of pollution rowing with my stepfather in the gran canale and 

lago di como to bergamo taking smaller roads and at last being in venice only 

through germany and mostly experiencing much pollution in italy trying to go from 

and also traveling there with the plane and back in the netherlands driving down 

15092: "a month started in stockholm being in the city with quite some traffic 



germany stopping in mainz and finding a perfect day there to pick trash"

and only picking trash in the dry places under tunnels and later traveling through 

11152: "still in sweden renting a room in the suburbs and this time finding snow 

time alone working on my cathedral"

canals but also in the little town of schio at the feet of our cottage spending 

11151:  "in  italy  collecting  trash  both  in  venice  on  the  sidewalks  next  to  the 

uppsala finding a dry weather despite the winter"

11150: "trash collected while in stockholm teaching and later visiting august in 

character"

darker  colors  and  painting  it  back  in  light  colors  to  give  the  painting  more 

while  maintaining  the  blue  liquid  like  surface  across  it  but  going  also  over 

enjoying  the  good  weather  and  keeping  my  window  open  using  very  simple  colors 

07069: "painting executed quite rapidly during my short visit in the netherlands 

maintaining simple surfaces and using the new color tubes i ordered online"

being   first   to   italy   and   later   in   sweden   but   quickly   managing   to   finish   it 

07068:  "painting  executed  after  a  long  break  from  my  study  in  the  netherlands 

and to meet my son august"

lot alone and feeling a little alienated of being there waiting both to lecture 

to the vestige and back and later recording extensively while in sweden walking a 

09062: "recording my thoughts first in the mountains walking from the apartment 

surrounding hills"

while   in   italy   visiting   my   parents   and   walking   around   their   city   and   the 

river  and  feeling  now  rather  neutral  about  life  and  society  and  also  recording 

09061: "recording of thoughts done while in the netherlands walking alone by the 

going both up and down the river facing at times the wind"

taking small rides but still reaching a good tempo with my bianchi racing bike and 

06060: "still biking in the netherlands this time only being there shortly and 

interacting with humans"

august  back  in  his  apartment  and  seen  several  aquatic  as  well  as  flying  things 

clouds through the metro as well as when running early in the morning or visiting 


